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Service-Dominant Orientation:
Empirical Measurement Model Considerations
ABSTRACT
Paper type – Research paper
Purpose – Conceptualized as a value co-creation capability, a firm’s service-dominant
orientation has been operationalized as a hierarchical index. This paper seeks to investigate
this measurement model by studying nomological relationships of the six constituent
components of a service-dominant orientation, namely relational, ethical, individuated,
concerted, empowered, and developmental interaction.
Methodology/approach – A firm’s service-dominant orientation has been modeled and
studied recently as a higher-order formative construct. One important condition supporting
such a measurement approach is that the forming components are not required to share the
same antecedents and consequences. Taking a quantitative research approach, matched data
were collected from Australian car dealership managers and their respective customers. Two
potential organizational drivers (service vision and service rewards) and five customer related
outcomes (positive word-of-mouth, satisfaction, and perceived trust, value and quality) were
examined in relation to each of the six service-dominant orientation components.
Findings – This study confirmed that the six components of a service-dominant orientation
have differing nomological relationships. For example, service vision has a significant
positive effect on concerted, individuated, empowered and developmental interaction, but not
ethical and relational interaction. In contrast, employee service reward was only significantly
associated with relational and individuated interaction. A similar impact variation can be
observed between the six service-dominant orientation components and the specified
customer outcomes. For instance, while developmental interaction does not significantly
contribute to customer trust, ethical and concerted interaction do. Ultimately, all components
of a service-dominant orientation demonstrate significant positive effects on at least one of
the customer metrics.
Research implications – In addition to measurement model discourse, empirical evidence
supports a formative higher-order model specification as a reflective perspective requires all
components to have the same antecedents and consequences. More research is now needed to
consider a broader set of potential antecedent constructs and contingencies.
Practical implications – This research demonstrates that each component of a servicedominant orientation has managerial relevance in the specified nomological context and
deserves strategic consideration. Further, the results highlight the extent to which each of the
two considered antecedents facilitate the implementation of a service-dominant orientation.
Originality/value – This paper advances empirical examinations of service-dominant logic.
That is, antecedents and consequences of the proposed service-dominant orientation
components are explored in view of an appropriate measurement model specification.
Key words (max 5) – Service-dominant orientation, value co-creation capability
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Service-Dominant Orientation:
Empirical Measurement Model Considerations

Introduction

In recent years researchers in marketing and management have increasingly
emphasized the importance of construct validity and related measurement issues (see e.g.
Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001; Edwards 2001; Jarvis et al. 2003; Law et al. 1998;
Mowen and Voss 2008). In particular, the issue of measurement model specification in terms
of formative and reflective approaches has stimulated significant academic debate. The
question of measurement appropriateness becomes even more complex, yet relevant in the
development of hierarchical constructs. For example, Jarvis et al. (2003) classify four
different types of second-order construct specifications. Meanwhile, Wetzels et al. (2009)
demonstrate the usefulness of partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM)
in estimating such multi-order (multi-level) constructs. In parallel to the increasing
consideration of formative measurement models in the marketing and management literature,
PLS-SEM becomes a frequently applied alternative to the traditional covariance-based
structural equation modeling (CB-SEM) approach (Henseler et al. 2009). Researchers are
thus encouraged to make an informed choice regarding measurement model specification and
estimation in the context of both new and established constructs.

Karpen et al. (2009) have recently introduced the concept of a service-dominant
orientation (S-D orientation). Defined as an organizational capability portfolio, the S-D
orientation represents a hierarchical construct constituted by six interaction capabilities that
facilitate and enhance the co-creation of meaningful experiences. As such, the authors
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propose a Type II value co-creation construct, characterized by reflective first-order and
formative second-order measurement specifications. A conceptual reasoning for this
approach is provided based on the decision criteria proposed by (Jarvis et al. 2003). While the
selection of a measurement model should be theoretically driven (Diamantopoulos and
Siguaw 2006), it is meaningful to empirically explore and validate the underlying
assumptions. The purpose of this paper is thus to shed empirical light on the specification
proposed by Karpen et al. (2009). In doing so, we focus on the nomological network criterion
put forth by Jarvis et al. (2003) and empirically investigate potential drivers and outcomes of
the six S-D orientation components. As a result, this study enables researchers to make a
more informed evaluation of the proposed S-D orientation measurement model while
providing insights of potential drivers and outcomes. Using matched (dyadic) data,
managerial perceptions of a firm’s service vision and service-based reward system (service
rewards) are considered as drivers of S-D orientation, while customer trust, satisfaction,
positive word-of-mouth and perceived quality and value are studied as outcomes.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first review the S-D
orientation construct and provide a measurement model discourse for the higher-order
modeling level. Next, we specify a structural model including potential antecedents and
consequences of the S-D orientation components. We then present the method and results of
our study and discuss the implications for managers and potential avenues for future research.
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The S-D Orientation Concept
The S-D orientation construct translates S-D logic thinking into respective behaviors,
enabled by underlying interaction capabilities that facilitate the co-creation of valuable
experience. As such, the S-D orientation draws upon key S-D logic themes relevant for value
co-creation. These include: value-in-context (Vargo and Lusch 2004; Vargo and Lusch 2008),
relationships (Ballantyne and Varey 2006; Jaworski and Kohli 2006), values (Abela and
Murphy 2008; Williams and Aitken in press), co-production (Kalaignanam and Varadarajan
2006; Lusch et al. 2007), operant resources (Lusch et al. 2006; Vargo and Lusch 2004) and
service process flows (Duncan and Moriarty 2006; Lambert and García-Dastugue 2006).

Drawing on relevant S-D logic and strategy literature and in consultation with
international ‘S-D logic academic experts’ six service-driving interaction capabilities were
identified and refined which are grounded in above mentioned themes. These are labeled and
defined as follows: (1) individuated interaction (II)—understanding individual customers’
service processes, contexts, and desires; (2) relational interaction (RI)—supporting the
connection of social and emotional links with service customers; (3) ethical interaction (EI)—
supporting fair and non-opportunistic customer service; (4) empowered interaction (EMI)—
enabling customers to shape the nature and content of service; (5) developmental interaction
(DI)—supporting customers’ own knowledge and competence development in service
processes; and (6) concerted interaction (CI)—supporting coordinated and integrated service
processes including customers. In summary, the S-D orientation is defined as a portfolio of
organizational capabilities that facilitate and enhance the reciprocal integration of resources
through individuated, relational, ethical, developmental, empowered, and concerted
interaction. Essentially, the S-D orientation represents a set of operant resources that help
customers and other value network partners to achieve greater value-in-context through the
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respective interaction and resource integration processes. As such, the proposed S-D
orientation lends itself to the interpretation as a higher-order strategic capability, constituted
by six lower-order interaction capabilities.

Conceptual Measurement and Structural Model Reasoning
The selection of a measurement model is primarily a conceptual choice that should be
theoretically driven and relate to the conceptualization of the construct (Diamantopoulos and
Siguaw 2006). In recent years, the dominance of reflective measurement approaches has been
questioned, while formative measurement models and techniques have been advanced (see,
e.g., Diamantopoulos et al. 2008; Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001; Jarvis et al. 2003;
Rossiter 2002; Wetzels et al. 2009). Whilst reflective models in general still represent an
acceptable choice in many cases, any measure development effort should encompass a
careful discussion about the appropriate measurement perspective. As multiple studies have
demonstrated, model misspecification can influence statistical results, which may lead to
questionable conclusions (see, e.g., Collier and Bienstock 2009; Diamantopoulos and Siguaw
2006; MacKenzie et al. 2005). According to the classification by Jarvis et al. (2003), Karpen
et al. (2009) propose a Type II construct, consisting of a reflective first-order and formative
second-order specification. An extended conceptual reasoning will be outlined in the
following while concentrating on the higher-order level as the focal point of measurement
model debate. The discussion will be guided by the four decision criteria regarding model
specification introduced by Jarvis et al. (2003): Direction of causality; interchangeability;
covariation; and nomological network.
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Direction of Causality
In line with recent guidelines for construct definitions (see Mowen and Voss 2008),
six components are proposed and included in the conceptualization of the S-D orientation that
enable empirical testing of the dimensionality hypotheses. Thereby, the S-D orientation
represents a higher-order construct as an overall abstraction of its six components. This is
theoretically meaningful and provides, for example, the advantage of parsimony as a
representation of the various facets (Edwards 2001; Law et al. 1998). However, it is critical in
the context of a hierarchical construct to specify the relationship with its components (Law et
al. 1998; Mowen and Voss 2008). That is, researchers need to consider the direction of
causality between the lower- and higher-order constructs, whereby the former function as
indicators of the latter in a hierarchical model.

In the case of the S-D orientation, the six interaction capabilities are the defining
characteristics of the construct. In this composite or aggregate view analogous to a formative
measurement model (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001; Jarvis et al. 2003; Law et al.
1998), the six components determine the meaning of and constitute the abstract multifaceted
index. In fact, the six capability constructs are seen as causal as opposed to effect indicators,
each contributing to and capable of changing the magnitude of the higher-order S-D construct
independently. For example, a company might strategically prioritize and continuously
improve any of the six interaction capabilities, which in turn results in a greater overall S-D
orientation (ceteris paribus). We thus view the six lower-order capabilities as independent,
distinct, and combinatory contributors to the higher-order S-D competency1.

1

The term capability and competency is here use interchangeably (see Madhavaram and Hunt 2008)
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Interchangeability
Jarvis et al. (2003) consider the issue of indicator interchangeability as another
decision criterion for the measurement model specification. In the context of the S-D
orientation, it has been proposed that the six interaction capabilities address unique content
that cannot be substituted or compensated for (Karpen et al. 2009). Consequently, none of the
six components alone can adequately represent the overall S-D orientation (see Law et al.
1998). Thus the deletion of one of the six competencies would alter the domain of the higherorder S-D construct, while being inconsistent with the conceptual understanding thereof. For
instance, the ethical and empowered interaction capabilities are seen to enable and be
manifested in substantially different organizational service behaviors, addressing different
theoretically relevant content. The six components are thus seen to be not interchangeable in
line with a formative modeling approach.

Covariation
Even though the components may covary in the same direction simultaneously, this is
not necessarily the case in every context. Covariation of indicators is entirely consistent with
formative modeling, yet it is not required (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001; Jarvis et al.
2003). From a strategic perspective however, covariation might be desired to increase the
potential impact of a holistic S-D orientation. For example, if a firm excels in each of the six
S-D orientation capabilities relative to competitors, it is expected that the firm would be able
to build a stronger brand preference and market position. However, given potential trade-offs
between the capabilities, firms may choose to prioritize investments in a few, while achieving
a minimum hurdle for the others. Spending too much time with individual customers
(individuated interaction), for example, could interfere with efficient and cost-effective
service flows, negatively impacting the experiences of other customers. Hence, although
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covariation is entirely possible, organizations may strategically prioritize certain capability
investments over others and thereby foster a skewed S-D orientation configuration, fitting the
individual organizational context. This characteristic of the S-D orientation is again in line
with a formative measurement model.

Nomological Network
The final decision rule offered by Jarvis et al. (2003) relates to the nomological
network and whether the indicators have the same antecedents and consequences. In the case
of the S-D orientation, it has been suggested that the six interaction capabilities do not
necessarily have the same antecedents or outcomes. For example, while it is plausible that
ethical interaction has a positive impact on customers’ organizational trust perception, a
similar impact is more difficult to assume for developmental interaction (Karpen et al. 2009).
Similarly, while service rewards is likely to motivate service personnel to provide individual
attention to customers (individuated and relational interaction), this is may have little bearing
on ethical or developmental interaction. Ethical interaction may be stimulated more by the
recruitment of service personnel with shared organizational values and additional valuesoriented employee training, whereas developmental interaction is likely to benefit from the
availability of leading technology. Thus the potentially differing antecedents and
consequences of the S-D orientation components would argue for a formative specification.

Based on the theoretical support given for the operationalization of the S-D orientation we
now empirically investigate how far the components of the S-D orientation indeed converge
or diverge with respect to a set of drivers and outcomes.
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In terms of antecedents we consider two strategically important variables that
facilitate service-driven organizational behaviors: service vision and service rewards. Service
vision has been argued to be the major “[…] driving force that enables the organization to
deliver quality service in the marketplace” (Lytle et al. 1998, p. 641). As such, a clear service
vision provides organizational members with motivation and guidance for appropriate service
activities and emphasizes service-oriented investments. A stronger service vision is thus
expected to foster the development of service-driving capabilities and in turn enable servicedriven actions. Employee reward systems have also been shown to play a significant role in
the context of an organization’s desired service performance (Homburg et al. 2003).
Compensations systems that reward employee service behaviors are likely to facilitate
organizational behaviors associated with an S-D orientation. In terms of potential outcomes,
Karpen et al. (2009) have shown a positive impact of the higher-order S-D orientation on
customer trust, satisfaction, and positive word-of-mouth. These variables also represent
meaningful variables to explore the potential direct impact of the six S-D orientation
components given their central role in indicating meaningful customer experiences.
Additionally, we here consider two more constructs: customer perceived quality and value.
Both customer metrics are frequently used as indicators of successful marketing outcomes
(see e.g. Hartline and Ferrell 1996; Keh and Sun 2008).

Methodology
Data Collection and Sample
In order to investigate antecedents and consequences simultaneously, as well as
reduce common method bias, data was collected from both customers and managers. The
study was conducted in the Australian automotive retail context. Due to its long-established
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goods-dominant focus yet high co-creation potential, this industry represents a suitable
context for the study. Traditionally, the automotive industry is based on firm-driven mass
production with a relatively strong push approach from manufacturers through to the retail
network. Not surprising given this downwards pressure, car salespeople at the front-line are
often criticized for using manipulative sales tactics. Indeed over decades in the US market the
role of a car salesperson has been perceived as the least ethical profession (Stevens 2004).
However, the automotive industry is undergoing substantial changes. For instance,
automotive manufacturers and their channel partners such as Mercedes have begun to
establish experience-centric retail environments in view of better purchase processes and coconstructed outcomes (Payne et al. 2008). The automotive retail context thus offers a unique
opportunity for studying varying levels of service-dominant efforts, drivers, and outcomes.

The customer data was first gathered in cooperation with an Australian online panel
provider. Panel members qualified for participation if they purchased their new or used
vehicle at an authorized Australian dealership. They also were required to have had their car
serviced at least once at the dealership within the past 12 months. These screening criteria
ensured that customers had sufficient experience with multiple contact points of the car
dealership (e.g. sales and service center) within a timeframe that reduces recall bias. The
online survey was pre-tested and carefully designed using a number of sections that appeared
as consecutive web pages. Before progressing to the new page, every question had to be
answered. However, participants were able to leave the survey at any time and finish the
questionnaire at a later stage. In total, 412 usable questionnaires were completed.

On the basis of this customer sample (n=412) matched firm-based data was collected.
To identify customers’ car dealerships, each respondent was asked to name the dealership and
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specify its location. These dealerships were then contacted by telephone. Depending on their
willingness and availability to participate, interviews with either the dealership principal or a
financial officer were scheduled. This procedure ensured that only organizational members
were interviewed who were knowledgeable enough and qualified to respond to organizational
aspects such as performance. 276 different firms were represented across Australia. Over a
five week period 105 usable matched cases were collected. In cases where multiple customers
assessed the same dealership, their responses were averaged (see Ramani and Kumar 2008).
A test for non-response bias found no significant differences between early and late responses
indicating that non-response bias does not appear to be a concern (Armstrong and Overton
1977).

Measures and Analysis Approach
The antecedent and outcome variables were adapted from existing scales to fit the car
dealership context. Customer satisfaction was captured by a three item scale and positive
word-of-mouth by a five item instrument both adapted from Gremler and Gwinner (2000). To
assess customers’ perceived value, a six-item instrument based on Keh and Sun (2008) and
Ruiz et al. (2008) was used. Overall quality perceptions were gauged through a two-item
measure analogous to Taylor (1997). Perceptions of trust were investigated through an
instrument used by Kingshott and Pecotich (2007). The six component S-D orientation
measure was taken from Karpen et al. (2009). Service vision was captured by a three item
scale from Lytle et al. (1998), while the measure of service rewards stems from Homburg et
al. (2003) and both these antecedent measures were assessed by the car dealership informant.

SmartPLS version 2 (Ringle et al. 2005), a software that allows for PLS-SEM
modeling, was used to analyze the data for the two main reasons. First, PLS-SEM is
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appropriate if the goal is identifying key antecedent constructs in an exploratory theoretical
context rather than purely testing theory (Hair et al. 2011). In this case we aim to investigate
drivers of the S-D orientation components while studying in turn their own driving capacity
in the nomological network. Second, the sample size of 105 dyads is relatively small
compared to the number of parameters to be estimated, which renders PLS-SEM a more
suitable approach compared to CB-SEM (Chin and Newsted 1999). In order to estimate the
significance of the path coefficients, 5000 bootstrap samples were generated (Hair et al.
2011).

The outcome relationships were analyzed using the full 412 cases dataset as both the
S-D orientation of the car dealership as well as the five outcome variables were assessed from
the customers’ perspective. The smaller sample of 105 dyadic cases was used to examine the
antecedent relationships as the driver variables were assessed by the car dealership manager
whilst the dealership’s S-D orientation was assessed by the customer.

Analysis and Results
The Measurement Model
Before analyzing the structural model, the measurement properties of all constructs
were first assessed. As PLS-SEM does not offer fit statistics comparable to CB-SEM, the
measurement models were rigorously evaluated based on quality criteria such as item
reliabilities in combination with construct-related factors such as convergent and discriminant
validity (e.g., Martin and Johnson 2010; Reimann et al. 2010). During the process of measure
purification, one service reward item, one trust item and two perceived value items were
deleted due to poor convergent validity, with all items finally loading above 0.70. Tables 1
and 2 present the characteristics for all measures in the nomological network based on the
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respective dataset. Composite reliabilities and Cronbach alphas are above 0.70 and all
average variances extracted (AVE) are above 0.50 (diagonal) as an indicator of convergent
validity. In order to ensure discriminant validity among the constructs, the Fornell and
Larcker (1981) criterion was applied. The squared construct correlations (below the diagonal)
are accordingly smaller than the associated AVEs.

Table 1 Discriminant Validity and Measure Quality Analyses (n=105)

Thus, all constructs in this study comply with commonly used quality criteria ensuring
construct validity and adequate measurement models respectively (see Hair et al. 2011).
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Table 2 Discriminant Validity and Measure Quality Analysis (n=412)
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The Structural Model
Having assessed the quality of the measurement models of the individual constructs,
we next evaluate the nomological relationships. Table 3 summarizes the path coefficients
between service vision and service rewards (bold figures), the t-values thereof (below bold
figures), and the percentage of variance explained (R2). In a combined model (examining
service vision and rewards simultaneously), service vision shows to be a significant driver of
concerted, developmental, empowered, and relational interaction. In contrast, a service
rewards is only significantly associated with individuated and relational interaction. Neither
service vision nor service rewards are significantly associated with ethical interaction.

Table 3 Relationships between Potential Antecedents and S-D Orientation Components

(n=105)
Antecedents
Service
Vision
Service
Rewards
R2

CI
0.310**
2.682
0.068
0.750
0.13

S-D Orientation Components
DI
EI
EMI
II
0.231*
0.164
0.269**
0.246*
1.998
1.331
2.593
2.448
0.117
0.073
0.097
0.238*
1.111
0.811
1.190
2.008
0.10
0.05
0.11
0.19

RI
0.181
1.786
0.252*
2.057
0.15

*=significant at the .05 level, ** significant at the .01 level

Similarly varied results can be observed on the outcome side. As Table 4 illustrates only three
of the six S-D components namely, empowered, individuated, and relational interaction have
a positive impact on customers’ favorable word-of-mouth behavior. Further, empowered and
individuated in addition to concerted and ethical interaction are positively associated with
both customer satisfaction and trust. In terms of perceived value, empowered, individuated,
concerted and developmental interaction are significant drivers. Finally, customers’ quality
perceptions are primarily shaped by empowered, concerted, ethical, and relational interaction.
With the exception of positive word-of-mouth, at least four of the six S-D orientation
components function in each case as significant drivers of the customer performance metrics.
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The poorest performing S-D orientation component was developmental interaction which was
only positively associated with perceived value.

Table 4 Relationships Between the S-D Orientation Components and Potential Consequences

(n=412)
Consequences
+Word-ofmouth
Satisfaction
Trust
Perceived
Value
Quality

CI
0.067
1.245
0.184**
3.051
0.280***
4.354
0.151*
2.329
0.331***
5.190

DI
0.049
0.969
0.069
1.298
0.049
0.983
0.147*
2.155
0.131
1.959

S-D Orientation Components
EI
EMI
II
-0.008
0.213** 0.259**
0.269
3.298
3.098
0.124*
0.183*
0.245*
2.532
3.388
3.378
0.257*** 0.135* 0.219**
5.686
2.768
3.089
0.079
0.196** 0.203**
1.721
3.206
2.611
0.107*
0.112*
0.057
2.212
2.047
1.061

RI
0.155*
2.554
0.123
1.985
-0.016
0.531
0.102
1.789
0.179**
2.821

R2
0.42
0.63
0.63
0.57
0.61

*=significant at the .05 level, **=significant at the .01 level, ***= significant at the .001 level

Discussion and Conclusion
Recently Karpen et al. (2009) introduced the S-D orientation construct. Specified as
an organization’s portfolio of six interaction capabilities that facilitate resource integration
and value co-creation, the hierarchical construct had been modeled in a Type II format; that
is, combining reflective measures at the lower-level and formative indicators at the upperlevel (Jarvis et al. 2003). In this manuscript we have extended the conceptual reasoning and
have provided empirical evidence supporting such a formative higher-order specification.
Thereby, causality is seen to flow from its components to the superordinate S-D orientation
as the latter increases with advanced subordinate service skills. While addressing different
theoretical content, the six S-D orientation components have been reasoned not to be
interchangeable. Covariation is further not necessarily the case as companies may invest in a
subset of S-D capabilities, for instance, due to potential trade-offs or organizational priorities.
In terms of the nomological network, this study empirically supports the notion of a
composite model as both antecedents and consequences differ among the S-D components.
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On a side note, the S-D orientation index exists in fact only as an artificially created
and summed aggregate of its components from an ontological perspective. That is, although
managers or customers might have intuitive or global associations with the term “service
orientation”, given the limited discussions on S-D logic outside academia, one cannot expect
managers or customers to think of the proposed six components at this stage. Hence, the S-D
orientation is a synthetically formed index and does not exist per se, which is again in line
with a formative approach (see, e.g., Coltman et al. 2008; Rossiter 2002) and adds to the
decision criteria proposed by Jarvis et al. (2003).

The empirical results demonstrate that each of the S-D orientation components plays a
significant role in achieving market success. That is, all interaction capabilities contribute to
at least one of the five specified customer based performance metrics. Therefore the
challenge for managers is to find a meaningful balance between effectiveness and efficiency
while executing all six components. This study further highlights that in particular concerted
and individuated interaction are important drivers of four of the five considered customer
outcomes in an Australian automotive context. Typically, car dealership customers interact
with various interfaces across sales and service departments at various stages of their
relationship lifecycle. Hence, seamless process flows through well integrated and organized
touch points as well as in-depth understandings of individual customers at various points in
time assist car dealerships in building meaningful customer experiences and relations.
Although commonly perceived as a less ethical context (see Stevens 2004), car dealerships’
demonstrated ethical interaction capabilities have significant pay-offs in terms of customer
satisfaction, trust, and perceived quality. In comparison, relational and developmental
interactions are less significant in the context of this study, which may in the latter case, for
instance, refer to pre-informed and relatively knowledgeable customers who often spend a
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significant amount of time researching alternatives on the internet before visiting a car
dealership (Andres 2006). Overall, if managers are using customer based performance
metrics, neglecting any of the six S-D components will be sub-optimal. Understanding the
impact of the S-D components in-depth can thus guide the configuration of organizational
resources for desirable service outcomes.

Although service vision and service rewards assist with emphasizing and prioritizing
service behaviors, there are likely to be other variables of interest that explain variance in the
S-D orientation components. For example, the level of service training and a service-driven
culture may be alternatives that future research could investigate. In particular culture with its
reference to underlying values and norms may positively relate to ethical interaction skills.
Researchers could further study the nomological network of the S-D orientation in different
contexts. For example, it is plausible that the direct impact of the S-D facets on customer
outcomes may vary in different settings as car dealership customers may value certain service
behaviors or S-D components differently to bank customers or bakery customers. As such,
bank customers may particularly appreciate developmental interaction (which was less
important in this study) to better understand the complexity of certain investment solutions or
financing alternatives and ultimately make optimal choices. This, however, may be less
important for bakery customers again. Future research may also empirically investigate the
proposed reflective modeling approach at the lower-order level (items to S-D components),
as this study concentrated on the higher-order perspective (components to overall S-D
construct). For instance, the application of a vanishing tetrad test seems to be a promising
tool to confirm or disconfirm the reflective modeling approach for the first-order components
(Bollen et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2007).
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Conceptualized as a value co-creation capability, a firm’s service-dominant
orientation has been operationalized as a hierarchical index. This paper has provided
additional conceptual and exploratory empirical support for such a measurement approach.
Furthermore, this manuscript has enriched our understanding of potential antecedents and
consequences regarding the constituent components of an S-D orientation. While the S-D
orientation demonstrates a significant impact on customer outcomes, more research is needed
that addresses firm outcomes in view of achieving competitive advantage.
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